
SHREWSBURY HOUSE PRE-PREP 

Friday 1 March 2019...Happy St David’s Day! 

NEWSLETTER 

They say that March ‘Comes In 
Like a Lion’ – well, we have had a 
roaring start to the month here 
at SHPPS, though the roar was 
distinctly dragon-like today as we 
embraced St David’s Day with 
Daffodils and Welsh Cakes 
(thanks Mrs Webb).  

 

It was wonderful to present so 
many awards and certificates in 
our Celebration Assembly this 
morning to children from across 
the school.  Friday mornings are 
a particular highlight of the week 
as we gather together as a whole 
school community to celebrate 
all that has occurred in recent 
days both inside and outside of 
school.   

 

In Monday’s Key Stage 1 
Assembly I spoke to the children 
about tolerance and explained its 
meaning and importance, 
especially within our school 
setting.  The staff were then able 
to build upon this during the 
week with their own classes.  
Showing tolerance and respect 
for one another can be a 
challenge for all of us at times 
but it is a critical value to embed 
even in our very youngest 
children.   

 

 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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NURSERY 

The wonderful weather in the early 

part of this week provided an ideal 

opportunity for the Nursery to 

explore the school grounds 

searching for buds, as they began 

their new Buds, Bugs and Eggs 

topic. 

Magnifying glasses and iPad 

cameras were used to study in 

detail and record their discoveries. 

Daffodils were this week’s focus 

and the children learnt the 

different names of the parts of the 

plant- petals, trumpet, stalk and 

leaves. Designs are being discussed 

to create their own abstract 

daffodils. The children have been 

collecting together the materials 

they need to construct stems, 

coloured petals and sticky out 

trumpets! 

Felix – Daffodils have trumpets. 

Maxy – They have a stalk and 

leaves. 

Eloise - Their leaves are diamond 

shaped. 

Zach – They have 6 petals. 

They then completed some 

excellent close observational 

drawings of daffodils.  

 

The  Nursery Team 
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RECEPTION 

This week, the children have bounced back into the swing of the school routine, ready to share all of their 
weekend news.  We have had a fantastic time sharing the children's holiday homework which has brought much 
discussion during carpet time.  Rufus made a brilliant bird feeder and Benji designed a small world version of 
London with his sister.  George wrote a story about a very special flower and spent a lot of time developing his 
ideas.  Ted used Lego figurines to make models of his teachers which we all had a giggle about!  Ibby and Zaki put 
a lot of thought into creating story sacks for their favourite books which we shared with the class.  The children 
have loved sharing their baby photos, guessing which pictures matches their friends.  In our class shared reading 
book, the children learnt about keeping a diary or journal.  This inspired many writers to make their own diaries 
and record their feelings, daily events and weather observations.  Our inspired writers have also had a go at their 
first comprehension exercises where they have read part of a sentence and completed it in their own words, 
using a picture to support them.  We are so proud of RNW who always give learning challenges a go and who do 
not give up!  Well done, RNW! 

 

  

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 YEAR 1 

Year 1 used some key vocabulary, to write a recount of The Year 1 Music Festival, hosted by Shrewsbury House 
School. 

On Wednesday,  Year 1 travelled to Shrewsbury House School, Surbiton.  We stepped off the mini bus and 
entered the School.  In the Hall, The Rowans, Shrewsbury House Pre-prep and Shrewsbury House School 
practised singing by doing some warm-up exercises with Mr Stevenson and Mr Thomas.  We enjoyed using our 
voices in different ways.  Next, we had a snack and a biscuit before all the parents arrived. 

Mr Doble welcomed all the excited parents.  Year 1 sang Let’s go Fly a Kite from Mary Poppins, Gravity, Lyrics by 
Lin Marsh and Do-Re-Mi from The Sound of Music.  After we performed each song, we bowed to the audience.  
Everyone cheered loudly.  We felt very happy. 

“It was exciting to watch Year 3 and Year 4 perform their songs because their singing was amazing!” Aaron 
Mathews  

“My favourite part was listening to The Rowans sing their song.  They used instruments to perform.” Calum 
Smith 

“The part I enjoyed most, was singing the song Ms Forbes taught us.  I love the words in the song.  It goes… Do a 
deer, a female deer….” 

Alexander Nielsen 

Later that morning we came back to school.  We all felt very proud of our achievement.  Year 1 are looking 
forward to their next concert. 

 

The Year 1 Team 
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YEAR 2 

"Blazing, crackling, sizzling, raging  - these are just some of the amazing words that Year 2 have come up with to 
describe the Great Fire of London in 1666. There is much excitement in Year 2 as we begin our new topic for this 
half term. Already we have looked at famous paintings of the fire, learnt fascinating facts and imagined what it 
would have been like to actually be in the midst of this devastating fire. We have learnt about Samuel Pepys and 
written our own diary entries, and even wondered what we would have saved from the fire had we been there. 
Make sure you ask any member of Year 2 to share an interesting fact with you  - they'll be sure to tell you!! 

 

 

The Year 2 Team 
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Forest School… Nursery went on a bud hunt! 

Nursery children enjoyed the most wonderful early Spring-like weather at Forest School this week; Jack Frost 

had visited when we arrived and we watched as the bright sunshine melted the sparkly frost away and warmed 

up our fingers and toes.  

We are exploring buds, bugs and eggs in Nursery and we set off to see how many different types of buds we 

could spot in the woods and around the field, hoping that the nice warm sunlight might encourage a few bugs to 

emerge from their winter hideaways too. Armed with magnifying glasses to help with our explorations and  

iPads to record our discoveries, we soon spotted “tiny little buds” and “big fat ones.” We chatted about how the 

buds will get bigger every day with the extra spring daylight and warmth.  Our lovely morning got even better as 

we watched a big bumble bee lift up from the grass, buzzing and rumbling noisily off into the sky - “he’s going to 

make honey”-William Y. 

We’re really looking forward to going back to the woods soon, to see even more changes in the woodlands as 

we move into Spring.  

 

Mrs Newman 
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If you aren’t already following us on 
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and 
we regularly update the account with 
news on the exciting activities in which 
the children are taking part. 

Follow us on Twitter... 

SPPA News... 

22nd March:  QUIZ  

We are very much looking forward to seeing many of you at our quiz on the 22 March. 

Please remember to get your completed team forms in ASAP - closing date is 6 March! 

Tickets are £20 per head and will include a delicious two course dinner and a cash bar. 

 

7th March:  CHILDREN’S MAGIC SHOW AND DISCO!   

 
Please remember to collect your child from the school at 5pm if they are attending the Magic Show and Disco. 

 

Judy Mackintosh 
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IN OTHER NEWS... 

Quote of 

 

Quote of the week #1 

“...Mr Doble is Head of Year 3 and 4.   

He is Mr Akhurst’s brother.”  

Aiyan S, 

1JB 

 

Quote of the week #3 and #4... 

Quote of the week #2 

“...I like eating biscuits at home.  Chocolate ones”. 

Maxy G, Nursery 

(In response to Mr Woolger’s question “what’s 

your favourite sport?”) 

“Everybody’s different and that’s OK.  

We should be friends with everyone”  

Frank, RNW 

“...Yes, everybody’s different and that’s 

what makes you, YOU.”  

Oscar, RNW 
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Celebration Assembly  

Happy Birthday to:- 

Michael T (7) 

Congratulations 

to:- 

Dillon, Karate Medal 

Jack D, Skiing Medal 

Charlie C, Skiing Medal 

Stanley, Plieades Trophy 

Felix, Skiing Medal 

Zane, Rugby Medal 

Ethan L, Karate Medal 

Eloise, Ballet Certificate 

James M, Beavers Certificate 

Character Certificates  

Alfred for Friendship 

Lizzy for Resilience 

Oscar S for Thankfulness 

Hugo for Resilience 

Hugo again for Pride 

Alex M for Respect 

William L for Resilience 

Rufus for Pride 

Charlie C for Resilience 

Alex A for Resilience 

ALL OF 1SS FOR PRIDE! 

Mr Wilk for Kindness and 

Patience 

 

Gold Star Certificates:- 

Arman H 

Edward R 

Charlie L 

William Y 

Louis C 

Thomas S 

Henry G 

Harley S 

Thomas D 

Olly M 

Theo G 

George O 

Frank E 

Ibby R 

 

House Points 

Red 28 

Blue 24 

Green 51 

Yellow 83 

Nessie Awards 

Fisher L, 

Sam H, 

Henry G 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 
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YEAR 1  (...and a few more.) 


